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Abstract
This study discusses prophetic communication in spreading religious messages for the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak prevention in Palu, Indonesia. This study is based on qualitative research with a case study approach. This study will lead to a detailed and in-depth description of the problem regarding the condition according to what happened in the field. The case study conducted in this research took place in Alkhairaat Foundation of Palu, Central Sulawesi. To support existing data, researchers also made direct observations to the Alkhairaat Foundation. Religion is not only a guide but also a source of life. The function of religion is to regulate human life such as amidst the COVID-19 outbreak through the basis of the Qur'an and hadith. Qur'an and Hadith become the basis in the formation of religious messages that are assembled by the Ulamas through their social media. Public opinion is then filled with tendencies that lead to Islamic ideas and at the same time, there are rejections of it which portray acceptance of information to have positive and negative sides. Ulamas used social media such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and online news. Ulamas also coordinate with local government to unite the perceptions on how to face the COVID-19 that also happened in Palu. Ulamas perform their roles by conveying fatwas. The strong influence of an Ulama as a figure means that every word and deed can be a hold for the people. In this case, Ulamas should remain consistent with what was conveyed. Because the conveyed fatwa is not an individual fatwa but an institutionalized fatwa.
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Introduction
The world was horrified by the spread of COVID-19 that originated from Wuhan, China in early 2020 (Swart, 2020). The World Health Organization (WHO) had even declared the Coronavirus or COVID-19 as a pandemic (Swart, 2020; World Health Organization (WHO), 2020). Coronavirus had spread over countries with the latest positive confirmed updates of approximately 1 million people worldwide and has killed more than 50,000 people (Worldometer, 2020). A virus outbreak like COVID-19 is not the first thing that happened in the world (Fadli, 2020; Jarus, 2020).

There are Cholera that occurred in 1817-1823, HIV/AIDS that occurred in 1976 until now Hong Kong Flu (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD), 2019), SARS to Ebola which occurred in 2014 to 2016 (Jarus, 2020). Coronavirus adds to the list of a series of deadly virus pandemics that have occurred in the world.
COVID-19 can infect anyone of any age groups. Thus, humans have to follow the prevention and termination of the chain of the spread of COVID-19. One of many efforts made and selected to be the most effective way to break the chain of transmission is physical distancing and social distancing (Aziz, 2020; Jefferson et al., 2011; National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD), Division of Viral Diseases, 2020). Social distancing forces everyone to carry out quarantine by limiting all social activities that come in contact with many people, implementing work from home program for government agencies, prohibiting long-distance travelling and even by not allowing to shake hands (Gómez-Ríos et al., 2020). This effort was carried out as a way to break the chain of the spread of the virus.

Social distancing and self-quarantine limits the society which in turn creates a dilemma for some people (De Vos, 2020; Fenichel, 2013; Prem et al., 2020). On the one hand, people need limit their mobility by staying at home. But on another hand, other dilemmas are also present when the community must work to fulfil their daily needs (Fenichel, 2013). The amount of fake news and hoaxes circulating in the community unsettle the public (Djalante et al., 2020). People who do self-quarantine only rely on social media and TV as their source of information. The increasing anxiety supported by the pressure from self-quarantine makes many people who receive information both chain messages from social media and Whatsapp groups process them as truth and share them with others (Djalante et al., 2020).

Unclear circumstances make messages disseminated through the media and Muslim Ulama (the guardians, transmitters and interpreters of religious knowledge in Islam) important to be taken calmly in a solid basis (Niam, 2020). The transmitters role of Ulama is seen in Indonesia which is carried out by religious leaders through television channels, social media to YouTube, or through Whatsapp groups with the intention of to spread religious messages, to calm and to create peace in the community (Rizkiansyah, 2020).

The application of social distancing not only affects the economic and social aspects but also changes the religious order (Damayanti & Nursalikah, 2020; Fenichel, 2013). Many policies are then implemented by some religious communities in the world and Indonesia, for example, online da’wah (preaching) or perform worship from their respective homes (Damayanti & Nursalikah, 2020). In one of the social media also circulated a video where the call to prayer (Adhan) which changes the call to prayer from inviting to pray at the mosque to pray at your home (Al Amir, 2020; Saputra, 2020; Widiyani, 2020). In Indonesia itself, the call to pray at home is also recommended to be done not only for five daily prayers (Salat al-Fard) but also Friday prayers (Salat al-Jumu’ah) that usually must be carried out at the mosque which replaced with midday prayers (Duhr) at home (Majelis Ulama Indonesia (MUI), 2020). These policies and regulations are not necessarily accepted by the general public (CNN Indonesia, 2020). Many questioned the validity of the rules and how the Ulama viewed this.

One circular letter which was later issued, for example, is the Central Sulawesi Branch of Majlis Ulama Indonesia (MUI) decision on March 26th, 2020 which one of the main points is to do Shalat and prayers at home in certain regional areas where there is a plague threatening (following the results of the correct analysis by the authorities) and overall lockdown of the area. In reality, the call to prayer still echoed in mosques, as a sign of the entry of prayer time (MUI Kota Palu, 2020). The prayer at home policy is not a new thing which turned out to had happened in the era of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad where thunderstorms and muddy roads made it difficult for Muslims to do Congregational Prayer (Shalat al-Jama’ah) in the mosque (Widiyani, 2020). The call to pray at home is a consequence of having to change the sound of the call to prayer that originally invited prayer at the mosque to at home (Al Amir, 2020; Saputra, 2020). As narrated by Abdullah bin Al-Harith:

*It was raining and muddy when Ibn Abbas was about to pray with us. When the muezzin who announced the call to prayer said Hayyaa ‘Alas Salaah, Ibn Abbas said to turn it into As Shalaatu fir Rihaal (prayers at home). People looked at each other with shocked faces. Ibn Abbas said, this had been done in the time of someone better than himself (referring to the time of the Prophet Muhammad) and this was proven* (Shahih Bukhari) (Al-Bukhārī, 2000; Panuntun, 2020; Widiyani, 2020).

The letter issued by the Majlis Ulama Indonesia (MUI) is a way to balance between the obligation to pray and the current conditions limited by the COVID-19 outbreak. Religious beliefs of a person in the way of worship...
depends on each individual. In some people, the call to prayer at home with a mosque around the environment sometimes creates a dilemma among the people based on the habit and beliefs about Congregational Prayer in the mosque. So when religious messages are attached as a basis for supporting policies made by the government, people will then review the policy. Especially if this had happened at the time of the Prophet Muhammad which in turn gave the community a clear picture. Religious messages created to support government policy and also to break the chain of the spread of the Coronavirus are quickly accepted by the public with the power of social media.

Coronavirus (COVID-19) that very quickly spreads in Indonesia, along with the spread of religious messages, is nothing but to strengthen the understanding to the private community that the spread of this virus is a serious thing (Rizkiansyah, 2020). One method that is recommended and has also been implemented by some people as an effort to prevent the spread of the Coronavirus is the quarantine method. This quarantine method was also carried out during the time of the Prophet Muhammad (Gensini, 2004; Mustinda, 2020) which nowadays also called the social distancing. The quarantine or isolation model for people suffering from infectious diseases was once recommended by Rasulullah Sallallahu’alaihi Wasallam (Gensini, 2004; Mustinda, 2020; newvision, 2020). Outbreaks of infectious diseases had occurred in the time of the Prophet Muhammad. The plague was leprosy that was contagious and deadly before the cure was known. The Prophet Muhammad Shallallahu’alaihi Wasallam also once warned his people not to be near the area that was affected by the plague (Mustinda, 2020). Conversely, if you are in a place affected by an outbreak is prohibited to get out of the area. As narrated in the hadith:

If you hear of an outbreak of plague in a land, do not enter it; but if the plague breaks out in a place while you are in it, do not leave that place (Shahih Bukhari) (Mustinda, 2020; newvision, 2020).

Palu, the capital of Central Sulawesi province, is also not free from the Coronavirus outbreak which gave birth to unrest among the community to carry out the prayer (Shalat). Ulama from the Alkhairaat was one of the most awaited to explain the religious law that was issued to carry out worship amidst such a pandemic situation. Habib Saggaf Aljufri as the main chairman of Alkhairaat tried to spread supporting hadiths which state that it is not wrong to pray from home as a form of supporting the quarantine method with a video recording distributed by Whatsapp groups. The pandemic situation was responded quickly by the general chairman Alkhairaat and chairman of the Central Sulawesi branch of the Majlis Ulama Indonesia, Habib Ali Aljufri, in coordination with the central Majlis Ulama Indonesia to immediately issue fatwas. The religious messages spread during this pandemic eventually made the community return to the starting point of human nature per religious law to not touch, not eat illicit food (which turned out to be the beginning of the Coronavirus source) and not cause damage on earth.

The chain messages on social media about the prevention and spread of the Coronavirus is no longer solely about hygiene and healthy behaviour. Moreover, the majority of the people of Palu are Muslim who apply religious values in daily life, making the messages are not only solely about health but also the religious values contained in it can provide understanding and knowledge about prevention and spread of Coronavirus. The role of prophetic communication is very important not only for the people of Palu in particular but for the entire Muslim community in the world (Mustinda, 2020; Rizkiansyah, 2020).

**Theoretical Framework**

Social penetration is focused on the behaviour and motivation of individuals. Relationship development is governed by a complex arrangement of strengths that the relationship agent must be able to pass through (Littlejohn & Foss, 2011). Openness to disclose intimate information must be based on trust (Morissan, 2014). Thus, if we want reciprocity in terms of openness then we must try to gain the trust of others and vice versa. Social penetration theory plays an important role in focusing our attention on the development of relationships (Littlejohn & Foss, 2011).

However, this theory cannot provide a satisfactory explanation of the actual practice of relationships in actual daily life (Griffin, 2010). When the penetration process is divided into four parts, from the initial opening in conveying information to the stage of information received with all the pros and cons, it can be seen that the penetration process is fast at the start but slows down as fast as the tightly wrapped inner layer.
is achieved. Social exchange theories assume that we can accurately measure the gifts of various interactions and that we have a good understanding of choosing actions that will provide the best results (Littlejohn & Foss, 2011; Morissan, 2014).

Material and Methodology

This study is based on qualitative research with a case study approach. The main problem raised in this study concerns prophetic communication in the spread of religious messages for the prevention and spread of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) in Palu. This study will lead to a detailed and in-depth description of the problem regarding the condition according to what happened in the field. A case study is a qualitative approach that examines real life, cases or various cases through detailed and in-depth data collection involving various sources of information or multiple sources of information such as observations, interviews, audiovisual material and documents from various reports (Creswell, 2015). The case study conducted in this research took place in Alkhairaat Foundation of Palu, Central Sulawesi. To support existing data, researchers also made direct observations to the Alkhairaat Foundation.

This study uses purposive sampling to obtain depth on the data (Moleong, 2002). The sample selection process is carried out on primary data sources (informants). The informants in this study are Islamic religious leaders in Palu and also members and chairman of the Central Sulawesi Branch of Majlis Ulama Indonesia. The in-depth interview process is one way of data collection in addition to the document study which focuses on messages circulating in the media and the messages distributed by Majlis Ulama Indonesia of Palu.

Data analysis in qualitative research begins by preparing and organizing data (text data such as transcripts and Central Sulawesi Branch of MUI circular letters) for analysis, then categorizing data through the process of coding and code summarizing, and finally presenting data in chart, table or discussion (Creswell, 2015). The data obtained in the field are in the form of direct observation. Collected data are validated with issues circulating in the media and clarified with the interviewees. The validated and clarified data are presented in the form of descriptions.

Result and Discussion

Spreading the religious values amid the COVID-19 outbreak is considered important based on the Shari'a conveyed by the Ulama which is something that must go hand in hand with the people who receive it (newvision, 2020). Religious messages began to occupy their position when many people shared messages of religious models or hadiths which showed the quarantine model of the Prophet Muhammad.

The words of an Ulama become a reference when some important decisions become critical in the current pandemic (Dwiastono, 2020; Ishom, 2020). Seeing this situation, the scholars made religious messages based on the hadith of the Prophet. The quarantine or isolation model for people suffering from infectious diseases was once recommended by Rasulullah Sallallahu’alaihi Wasallam. Outbreaks of infectious diseases had occurred in the time of the Prophet Muhammad where there was leprosy that was contagious and deadly before the cure was known. In a hadith, Rasulullah Sallallahu’alaihi Wasallam said: Don't you keep seeing people who have leprosy (Shahih Bukhari) (Afifiyah, 2020; Al-Bukhari, 2000).

Habib Ali then also revealed another Hadith which said whoever eats garlic or onions should keep away from us - or our mosque - and stay at home. The Prophet said this was because the smell of garlic could bother and harm others. Muslims do not want to be infected and that includes the sign of faith. According to Habib Ali, when we love ourselves, thus we must love others. The advice and fatwah issued by Ulamas for the pandemic that is happening now are based on the pandemics occurred in the time of the Prophet Muhammad. One way that was done at that time, was to avoid places where there was an outbreak by conducting an independent quarantine which nowadays called social distancing.

Prophet Muhammad Shallallahu’alaihi Wasallam also once warned his people not to be near the area that was affected by the plague. Conversely, if you are in a place affected by an outbreak is prohibited to get out. As narrated in the following hadith: If you hear of an outbreak of plague in a land, do not enter it; but if the plague breaks out in a place while you are in it, do not leave that place (Shahih Bukhari) (Al-Bukhari, 2000; Mustinda, 2020). In the time of the Prophet Muhammad, if there was an area or community infected with Tha’un disease,
Rasulullah Shallallahu’alaihi Wasallam ordered to isolate or quarantine the infected in special isolation places, far from residential areas (Hashman, 2012). When isolated, the patient was examined in detail, then treated with strict monitoring. The patients may leave the isolation room when they were declared to be completely healed (Gray, 2010).

On the other hand, according to Habib Alwi, the function of religion to regulate human life in the world is including the plague. But we will get a different understanding from each different person. Some people defy their emotions and follow their egos and do not heed the words of an Ulama even though Ulamas are said to be the heir to the prophet. Sometimes some think religion is only a matter of the afterlife, even though in the afterlife there is no more religion. Thus, religion is needed in the world only.

In Qur’an itself Allah said; *AlQur’anu syifaa-u linnas* which translated to the Qur’an is medicine for humans because more illnesses presentations arise from thoughts and feelings. People reading the Qur’an becomes calm. Amidst the pandemic, the Qur’an in its comprehension is written, *don’t harm yourself* (Al-Qur’an, 2014). Religion is not only a guide but also a source of life. Human actions are summarized in religion and human behaviour. Arriving at the bathroom is also the affairs of religion. The matter of sleeping, eating and health are all taught by religion. The Ulama went hand in hand with giving the *fatwa* but the decision still held by the authorities. Applying a clean and healthy lifestyle for health is stated in the Qur’an. Fatwas issued by Ulamas are not only the responsibility of the Ulamas but the responsibility of all of us. All fatwas issued by Ulama will not be meaningful if the government does not provide decisive action and work together to undergo the *fatwa*. Considering the diverse culture of Indonesian with various backgrounds or multiculturalism, not a few people of Palu who until now do not want to follow the issued *fatwa*, one of which is the replacement of Friday prayers (*Shalat al-Jumu’ah*) with the midday prayer (*Duhr*). There are still many people who hold Friday prayers in congregation amid this Coronavirus pandemic.

**Media as Vessel to Spread Religious Messages**

The development of increasingly sophisticated communication technology facilitates the massive spread of *da’wah* (preaching) (Ismail et al., 2018). If in the past religious preaching was only limited to mosques or prayer rooms, today’s preaching is not so (Rusli, 2013). Everyone can preach wherever and whenever they want through platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, and WhatsApp (Prasetya, 2018). The form of preaching is varied, starting from video lectures or articles, status, and quotes (Ismail et al., 2018). Technological developments have been accompanied by a flood of information flow to every nook and cranny that a media can reach. People who used to be used to limited information, now receive unlimited information (Ismail et al., 2018). This causes social shock, cultural shock and personality shock (Littlejohn & Foss, 2011).

Circulating issues in the community regarding the MUI’s decision related to praying at home and no Friday prayers were twisted by some people with the issue of hadith that stated people will be declared as infidels if they did not perform congregation Friday prayers three times in the mosque (Kurniawan, 2020). Yet according to Habib Alwi, the hadith does not speak of one’s disbelief but questions the faith. It is also not appropriate to do in a state of a pandemic such as the COVID-19 outbreak. Information that is circulating in the media more or less affect the community. As a country with a predominantly Muslim community, including Palu, what circulates in the media is more or less influential on society. More than a few people believe fake news and hoaxes, thus the Ulamas also play an active role in clarifying and encouraging the public to keep praying at home to avoid spreading the Coronavirus and help to break the chain of the spread of the Coronavirus.

Some informants stated that the media had been maximized in delivering religious messages related to the pandemic. But there are indeed some people who disagree with what the delivered messages. More than a few members of the community think that religion must be in the mosque, could not be changed because it has become a habit and people feel something is missing. Thus, people still carry out congregational prayers in the mosque. Even in some areas, many people are trying to jump over the fence of the mosque to continue to pray in congregation. By continuing to gather big groups of people, one of which is praying in congregation, without us knowing, the people who attend could be a carrier in spreading the Coronavirus. As Habib Ali explained, *if we love ourselves, then love others*. It is clear that when we become carriers
in spreading the Coronavirus, we also endanger the lives of others because we unconsciously helped to spread the virus and will harm people with lower or weaker state of the immune system.

Islam is by far the most highlighted religion (Majdi, 2018). As a religion that used to be only a peripheral phenomenon, in the broad scope of society, Islam seemed to have become completely different. We don't want Islam to be a cornered religion. But in reality, it is only Islam as a group that affect in all respects; other religions appear to be mere spectators and a little withdrew from their popularity in the public sphere. Public opinion is then filled by tendencies that lead to Islamic ideas and at the same time, there is a rejection of it. The existence of mass media is very influential in people's lives. The mass media can form opinions and even change people's behaviour (Pineda & Buendia, 2015). Along with that, the presence of the media carries positive as well as negative values.

Therefore, the majority of Ulamas use various methods both from widespread social media and direct delivery of information (Rusli, 2013). Habib Ali himself has also used the media such as Facebook status and Whatsapp status which widely responded by the followers. This depends again on the Ulama who know the demographic of their followers. For this reason, the contextualization of contemporary da'wah is a necessity. This means that da'wah is properly understood and not only limited to recitation and lectures in certain places but also must penetrate the virtual world by using the internet and other technological tools. Although da'wah is the duty of every Muslim, trying to utilize figures amid important situations can have a positive influence on society. The created effects still have pros and cons but there is nothing wrong with conveying.

Religion says that one will get merit, by all the methods used by the Ulamas to convey the message not only just for the community but also to themselves. According to Habib Ali, We who deliver it must take care that we should not be classified as the kaburamaktan indallahi antakulu mala taf'alun (the wrath of God is upon people who say but he does not do it). Therefore, social media such as Facebook, WhatsApp, online news is used and even the Ulamas ask to hold a coordination meeting with the local government to unite the perception on how to face the COVID-19 outbreak in Palu which the Ulamas took their role by conveying fatwas.

If in the past da'wah was limited to only one place or region, then this digital era of preaching transcended territorial boundaries. A religious preacher can be accepted throughout the world through social media. Through technological advances, social media can be utilized as a tool to convey messages of change to people and society. Because the figure of an Ulama has a strong influence, each word and deeds can be a hold of the people and no longer questions religious shari'a. Such a way can be utilized in the current Corona outbreak situation to create peace and calm in the community.

Social Penetration Process of Religious Message

In the early stages of the Corona outbreak, the Ulamas had the task of conveying. According to Habib Alwi, the task of Ulama was to convey, because the Ulama was the heir to the Prophet, Ulama’s responsibility is only to deliver good and true information to the public which means also to remind people. According to some Ulamas, only good and true information can be conveyed to the people through the mass media, both printed and electronic. The Ulamas also remind the people to be extra careful amidst this pandemic. Ulamas are also quick to react by issuing tausiah and fatwas to maintain stability and general public’s physical and mental health.

Pros and cons can not be avoided in the community. The process of receiving information is not necessarily acceptable, especially with regards to one's beliefs. But Ulamas do not necessarily issue baseless information. They refer to the verses of Qur'an and the hadiths which become guidelines for the basis in releasing information to the public. Ulamas remain consistent with what they said and may not change. Ulama, in this case, Habib Saggaf Aljufr as the chief chairman of Alkhairaat and prominent scholars in Palu, is providing forms of support related to circular letters by the government. Meanwhile, a conveyed fatwa is not an individual fatwa, but it is institutionalized and the fatwa institution itself in Majlis Ulama Indonesia (MUI).

The government also must take its role to create stabilization in the community. The government also needs to be prepared, because according to Habib Ali, the community who did not heed the fatwa cannot be a hundred per cent blamed for looking for their daily sustenance. Many members of the community are looking
for sustenance in a day to day basis. Such example portrays the role of all communities and the government. This is the time we show responsibility to others amidst the COVID-19 pandemic in which economic state becomes unstable in every part of the society. Social, economic, health and religion aspects should go hand in hand to create stability amid this COVID-19 outbreak.

**Conclusion**

Religion is not only a guide but also a source of life. The function of religion is to regulate human life such as amidst the COVID-19 outbreak through the basis of the Qur'an and hadith. Qur'an and Hadith become the basis in the formation of religious messages that are assembled by the Ulamas through their social media. Public opinion is then filled with change people's behaviour. Along with that, the presence of the media carries positive as well as negative values. Therefore, most of the Ulamas have used it entirely both from social media or direct delivery of information as needed.

_Ulamas_ used social media such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and online news. _Ulamas_ also coordinate with local government to unite the perceptions on how to face the COVID-19 that also happened in Palu. _Ulamas_ perform their roles by conveying _fatwas_. The strong influence of an _Ulama_ as a figure means that every word and deed can be a hold for the people. In this case, _Ulamas_ should remain consistent with what was conveyed. Because the conveyed _fatwa_ is not an individual _fatwa_ but an institutionalized _fatwa_.
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